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The dashboard is organized into the following numbered sections. Each of the sections are 

outlined below. 

 

1. “About” Tab 

2. County selector 

3. 2015 ZDATA Tables 

4. 2045 ZDATA Tables 

5. Map 

6. Selected Zone Results 
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1. “About” Tab 

This is a pop-up section that describes the dashboard to users, and what it 

contains. It can be made to be hidden or stay in view. 

To hide it, click on the arrow on the right border, which will turn blue when it is 

hovered on. 

To keep it in view, click on the pin icon on the top left-hand 

corner of the section. The pin will change from diagonally 

positioned to vertically positioned. 
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2. County Selector 

This is an optional tool, where users may select one or 

more counties to filter the results of the tables and map. 

To select, click on "Select countie(s)". A drop-down list 

will appear, where users can select the counties of their 

choice. When the countie(s) are selected, a checkmark 

will appear next to the name. 

Once the countie(s) are selected, the map and tables will 

change, so that they only show data for the selected 

countie(s). 

 

To unselect, click on "Select countie(s)", and click on the selections to remove the checkmark. 

The map and tables will change accordingly. 
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3. 2015 ZDATA Tables 

4. 2045 ZDATA Tables 

Three ZDATA tables are provided for the 2015 and 2045 scenarios, which are the same tables 

shown in the ZDATA R* report generated after the model runs. They are: 

 Aggregate Data 

 Percentages 

 Ratios 

Resizing Tables 

The tables are docked but can be resized and expanded based on users’ 

preferences. 

To resize a table, position your mouse to the bottom or right sides of the table to 

drag them. Your mouse will change from an arrow icon to an icon with arrows 

pointing out from each side, and a dark gray bar will appear on the bottom or side 

of the table. 

Expanding Tables 

To expand a table, hover over it. A button will appear in the upper right-hand 

corner. Click on this button, which will expand the table to fit to the entire 

width of the page. You may still need to scroll right to see the data on all the 

columns. 

Each table can be collapsed back to its original width and height the same way, by hovering over 

the table and clicking on the button in the upper right-hand corner. 
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Selecting Rows 

The tables are arranged by county, 

with a region-wide total at the bottom. 

A user may select one or multiple 

counties in the table by clicking on the 

row(s) in the table, which will become 

highlighted. The map will change to 

only show the selected counti(es) from 

the table. 

To unselect, simply click on the 

row(s) again, and the highlight will be 

removed. 
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5. Map 

The map contains the layer for the Master ZDATA from the CFRPM 7 geodatabase, which 

contains data for all scenarios, including interim ones. 

Navigation 

To show the legend, click on the following button in the upper right-hand corner of the 

map. 

To hide the legend, click on the button again. 

 

To go back to default map extent, click on the following button in the upper-right 

hand corner of the map. 

 

To zoom in/out, click on the following button in the lower-right hand corner of the 

map. Note: if the legend is visible, it may block this button. Hide the legend to access 

it. 
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Viewing the ZDATA 

At the default map extent, the TAZs are not labeled because of legibility. As a user zooms in 

closer, the TAZ numbers will appear. 
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To view the ZDATA for a zone, simply click on it. A pop-up will appear.  

 

To view all the fields in the pop-up, simply scroll down. 

To close the pop-up, click on the X on the upper right-hand corner. 
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6. Selected Zone Results 

Within the map, users may select multiple zones and get a summary of key ZDATA fields in the 

space below the map. Due to constraints, this is only available for the 2015 and 2045 scenarios 

and not the interim ones. 

Selecting The Zones 

To select the zones, click on the down arrow in the upper left-

hand corner of the map. Once this is clicked, the user may choose 

which method they would like to select the zones. 

Once the zones are selected, they will be highlighted in the map. 

A number will also appear in the upper left-hand corner to 

indicate how many zones were selected. 
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Below the map, the summary table for the selected fields will be populated, along with the 

respective numbers of the TAZs selected. 

 

Like the other tables in the dashboard, this table can also be resized and expanded. The user may 

need to scroll to view all the fields. 

To unselect the zones, simply click the X button next to the number of 

zones selected. 


